
Unleashing the Superpowers Within:
Teaching through Social Detective & Superflex Quests

COMING SOON TO A 
SOCIAL TOWN NEAR YOU!

Materials to prepare                 Lesson purpose

Why the social concepts matter for students

A step-by-step curriculum guide with supplemental print and visual 
supports (PowerPoints, downloadable Thinksheets) Expansion lessons

Rock Brain
uses StuckBots
to make all of us
get stuck on doing
things only one way

Worry Wall
uses WorryBots 
to make our brains 
magnify worries 

However, for each of the 
14 core UnthinkaBots, there 
are 14 core Thinkables who 
equip learners with proactive
strategies for problem solving strategies for problem solving 
through the lens of using their 
own unique superpowers on 
their quest to transform into 
their own Superflex. 

Here are a couple of 
Thinkables:

Worry WiseWorm is the
 knowledgeable worm 
who teaches worry 

wisdom about whether 
a worry is a Wee-Tiny 
worry, a Wise Worry 

or a WorryBotor a WorryBot

T-Flex is a flexible 
thinking and flexible 
doing T-Rex 
who activates 
Flex-a-do powers 
and strategies

Empower your students &
children to transform into their
own Superflex Superheroes!

Learn how with social cognition experts at the

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA
IN-PERSON CONFERENCE

November 30 - December 1, 2023

Experience the connection, energy & fun of learning in person
with your colleagues & community! 

Register now: www.socialthinking.com/bayarea

Welcome to the Superflex Academy where you’ll learn to teach kids 
ages 7-11+ core social concepts through the lens of a social detective and 
superhero adventure. You’ll get a sneak peek at a handful of the 35 core 
lessons from the combined new Social Detective and Superflex Curriculums 
and Teaching guides. (New Superflex curriculum due in early 2024). 

Each of the 35 lessons/quests feature:

Early lessons begin by giving 
students tools to become social 
observers and interpreters. 

Students become detectives and 
learn about their own strengths
 to gather clues to figure out 

social situations.  social situations.  

Teaching then expands into building 
self-regulation and problem solving 
through superhero adventures. 
Some lessons include imaginary 
characters (UnthinkaBots) that 
represent characteristics and 
struggles WE ALL have. struggles WE ALL have. 

For Example:

So, pull out your detective magnifying glasses 
and fasten your capes and join other professionals 
and parents for a day of cooperative learning 
about these award-winning social, emotional, 
and academic resources for students ages 7-11+.
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